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Abstract—Plasmon-mediated transmission across an undulated 

metal film embedded in a polymer exhibits an application 

deterring excess loss reducing the resonant transmission to about 

half of the theoretical 90% expectable with noble metals. Slow 

dissolution of the polymer surrounding the metal film while 

measuring the transmission spectrum in floating conditions tends 

to a near to complete recovery of the missing photons. The loss 

mechanism is scattering and absorption at crosslinked polymer-

metal bridges induced by the first molten clusters of evaporated 
metal. A solution is given. 
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I.  INTRODUCTION 

The effect of resonant transmission of an incident free-
space wave across an undulated continuous metal film is a 
known phenomenon resulting from the excitation of the 
neighboring two TM plasmon modes by means of a periodic 
undulation [1]. Unlike in the pioneering work on plasmonic 
integrated optics for the C band [2], the concern here is not to 
propagate plasmons for their own sake, but to use them as an 
optical resonator on the path of a free-space wave, trapping the 
latter by a corrugation grating. If the resonant transmission 
through a few tens of nanometers thick continuous metal layer 
would be close to the theoretical predictions based on the bulk 
metal permittivity (e.g., more than 90% for Gold or Silver), this 
effect could be implemented with low cost injection and 
embossing technologies and give rise to a number of 
polarization-, wavelength-, angle-selective, and spatially 
resolved light processing functions useful for instance in 
sensing, information encoding. It was upon the concrete 
implementation of an encoding function that it became clear 
that there was a major loss problem: about half the photons 
were missing [3]. 

II. EXCESS LOSS IN PLASMONIC RESONANT TRANSMISSION 

The experimental simulation of a future monolithic element 
is sketched in Fig. 1: a glass substrate, a photoresist layer with 
sinusoidal profile grating conformally coated with a metal film, 
and a thick resist cover. As curve a) of Fig. 2 shows, the 
theoretically expectable transmission spectrum of a normally 
incident wave of TM polarization through a Gold film 
sinusoidally undulated, embedded in a polymer medium should 
reach close to 90% when considering the bulk permittivity. The 
transmission curve a) has a main peak corresponding to the 
long range plasmon mode and a short range plasmon shoulder.  

Figure 1.  Experimental simulation of a future symmetrical plasmon-mediated 

resonant transmission element comprising an undulated continuous metal film 

sandwiched between two thick photoresist layers on a glass substrate. 

Curve b) refers to the same structure with two 3 nm thick 
layers of Chromium showing that using a usual adhesion layer 
is forbidden. Curve c) is the TE transmission spectrum. 
Experimentally, a typical TM transmission spectrum through a 
30 nm Gold film is represented in Fig. 3: the long range 
plasmon peak is present and has close to the expected spectral 
width, but the transmission maximum is about 50% only.  

Figure 2.  Theoretical TM and TE transmission spectra under normal 

incidence of a 33 nm thick Gold film with a 60 nm deep sinusoidal grating of 

500 nm period embedded in a homogeneous polymer of index 1.63. a): TM 

transmission. b): TM transmission in the presence of two 3 nm thick 

Chromium adhesion layers. c): TE transmission 

Figure 3.  Typical TM and TE experimental transmission spectra across an 

undulated continuous gold film as depicted in Fig.1 
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Figure 3 also shows the TE transmission as a base line. The 
same observation was made with embedded aluminum films of 
20 nm thickness: whereas a theoretical maximum of 60% is 
expectable, hardly 25% transmission was measured. 

III. MISSING PHOTONS RECOVERED IN FLOATING GRATING 

High magnification microscope observation and SEM scan 
do not reveal any feature which could explain such high loss: 
the grating is uniform and smooth. A chemically assisted 
experiment was therefore made. A model like that of Fig. 1 
without the resist cover was made with a 30 nm thick Gold film 
and a rather ample undulation of 140 nm depth and 600 nm 
period. The element was installed horizontally in a cuvette in a 
transmission spectroscopy mount of vertical axis making the 
acquisition of the transmission spectrum during the experiment. 
The sample was immersed in acetone which gradually 
dissolves the photoresist under the metal film. The spectrum is 
measured at regular time intervals as reported in Fig. 4.  

Figure 4.  Experimental TM transmission spectra across the structure of Fig. 

1 without resist cover under normal incidence during the dissolution of the 
photoresist. Brown curve: the acetone is replaced by water. 

The transmission spectrum is initially smooth and low level 
since the long range plasmon mode is lossy and leaky at the 
photoresist side (index of 1.63 against 1.355 for acetone) up to 
the red curve where the transmission reaches more than about 
50%. At that point most of the resist has been dissolved, but 
there remains a large number of bridging points where the Gold 
film still sticks on non-dissolved resist clusters as illustrated in 
the picture of Fig. 5a), and its surface buckles. These bridging 
points result from the impact of the first molten metal deposits. 
A close microscope observation through the semi-transparent 
Gold film reveals as illustrated in picture 5b) a rather regular 
pattern of dots of different refractivity which a larger 
magnification permits to attribute to overheated, sometimes 
carbonized resist spots. The dissolution of these clusters is 
much slower; the transmission increases slowly and becomes 
more noisy spectrally as the bridging points give away.  

A time of two hours has elapsed between the red and the 
light blue curve which reaches close to 90% transmission in a 
quasi free floating condition, i.e., close to the theoretical 
transmission maximum. Thus, the missing photons have been 

recovered. The short range plasmon shoulder can even be 
discerned. There is however still the troublesome presence of a 
sharp dip within the long range plasmon peak which, together 
with the noisy aspect of the spectra, sheds doubt on the 
physical trustworthiness of the measurements. The doubt was 
dispelled by slowly replacing acetone by water which gives the 
brown transmission curve spectrally shifted to shorter 
wavelength by 20 nm under the ca 2% index decrease: the 
sharp dip has drifted as well. The clue about the dip is revealed 
by considering curve a) of Fig. 2 again, and simulating a 1 
degree incidence offset: the zero at the left of the transmission 
peak then encroaches onto the latter as an effect of the –1st 
order coupling of the long range plasmon. Such small angular 
offset in the described experiment was to be expected with a 
warped floating grating. Whether the dip amounts to a sharp 
absorption or/and to the long searched plasmonic resonant 
reflection peak is still to be determined. The answer is likely to 
be given at the conference. 

Figure 5.  Microscope pictures taken at different steps of the resist 

dissolution process. a) Before dissolution with refractivity non-uniformities 

under low magnification. b) Free-floating Gold film with holes and warps. 

IV. CONCLUSION 

The main outcome of the present search for the missing 
photons is thus that these have been retrieved. The cause of the 
excess loss is the non-uniformity of the metal-polymer 
interface due to chemical crosslinking of the polymer surface 
by the first evaporated metal drops. How can the missing 
photons also be retrieved when the metal layer rests on a solid 
substrate is the next question. It has been shown here that the 
polymer/metal interface where the plasmon modes have their 
field maxima must be very uniform without local delamination 
and complex index variation. If this condition can be satisfied 
with high Tg polymers like BCB [2], it cannot with moldable 
polymers of low Tg like PMMA. A solution is found in the 
field of security features which makes a wide use of the 
ZnS/metal/ZnS system embedded into moldable polymers. 
This solution will be demonstrated at the conference.  
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